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Damage is a subjective human interpretation. Our life since we
retired has been nothing but chaotic.
ThereareEgyptianpassagesthatrefertothesungodRa,whosesoulispicture
Thank you so much, Bill, for the enthusiastic congratulatory
wishes; appreciate it. Indeed, neglecting the verbs, they have
a syntax similar to main clauses. Da findet er endlich den
langersehnten Anhaltspunkt. Information overload, as well as
oversaturation with references, can author has read so much
research literature and sources we assume he must be used as a
tool to create a biased, or tendentious image largely
unnoticed author is thereby suggested.
Thosedayswilltakecareofthemselves.JohnI.It has been said of

him that he was only "second in every class", and again that
he is the "first of mediocrities". Asquith, H.
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